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Abstract:  CCTV, which is China’s National Television Station, has settled down its new location in the most dynamic Central Business District 
in Beijing. This project will be the largest public cultural facility ever since the establishment of New China. The planning and design for Media 
Park, the major component of the CCTV New Location Project, highlights the five properties for CCTV’s leadership in mass media, which can be 
illustrated as time, fashion, update, period and opportunity. This design integrates the Piranesi style and attempts to build a new landmark and 
urban logo for Beijing.
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PENG Wen-gang, male, born in 1978, who graduated 
from the Environment Art Design Department of Xia’men 
University, is the Principal of EDSA Orient Project.（ Beijing 
100101）
WANG Xiao-shuang, female, born in 1975, who graduated 
from the Landscape Architecture Department of Beijing 
Agriculture College, is the Principal of EDSA Orient Project.
（Beijing,100101）
GE Lei, male, born in 1981, is a Dual Bachelor in 
Engineering and Law of Beijing University of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics.（Beijing,100101）
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